Town of Kennebunk, Maine

Kennebunk Planning Board Agenda
Room 301, 7:00 p.m.
Monday, October 7, 2019

* * * Please Note NO NEW BUSINESS AFTER 10:00 PM * * *
I.

Open Meeting

II.

Workshop
A.
Proposed Lower Village Design Standards - Lower Village Committee.
B.

Proposal to permit residential uses within the Suburban Commercial (SC) Zoning
District - Helen Curry

C.

Discussion of Space and Bulk/Density Requirements in the Suburban Residential
(SR) Zoning District.

IV.

Other/Information

IV.

Approval of Meeting Minutes
A. September 9, 2019 Meeting Minutes

V.

Adjournment

Lower Village Design
Standards to be applied to
Commercial and Mixed use
structures included in the
following Overlay Zone:
Beach Ave from Cooper’s
Corner to and including
Seaside (both sides of the
street)
Western Ave from the
bridge to and including On
the Marsh (both sides of the
street)
Port Rd from Cooper’s
Corner to Emery Lane (both
sides of the street)

Standard
Placement of Buildings

Article 10.23 Design Standards
Building frontages shall be located
at the street edge where possible,
and new buildings shall be
compatible with the front facades
of existing buildings which are
presently located along the Route
1 street edge

Proposed Lower Village
Design Standards
Building frontages shall be
located at the street edge
where possible, and new
buildings shall be
compatible with the front
facades of existing buildings
that are presently located
along the street edge.
Parking should be at the
rear of the lot or concealed
by buildings and/or
landscaping

Onsite Open Space

None

Onsite open spaces should
be designed, landscaped, and
furnished to be compatible
with, or complementary to,
the surrounding
neighborhood context.

Sidewalks and Walkways

The circulation plan shall provide
safe pedestrian and bicycle
movement – both within the site
and to abutting sites and public
sidewalks. The plan shall also

The circulation plan shall
provide safe pedestrian and
bicycle movement – both
within the site and to
abutting sites and public

demonstrate how linkage(s) can
be made to adjacent properties,
both developed and undeveloped.
Internal crosswalks shall be
provided and marked by a change
in pavement texture, pattern,
and/or color to maximize
pedestrian safety.

To ensure safety of motorists,
delivery trucks, bicyclists and
pedestrians, the site plan shall
clearly delineate internal traffic
patterns for both vehicles and
pedestrians. Special attention
shall be given to location, number
of access points, increased traffic
to the public streets, width of
interior drives and access points,
general interior circulation,
separation of pedestrian and
vehicular traffic, and arrangement
of parking areas that are safe and
convenient. In addition, the plan
shall show potential connections
between parking lots and
driveways on adjacent parcels
(whether developed or
undeveloped) in order to
minimize turning movements on

sidewalks. The plan shall
also demonstrate how
linkage(s) can be made to
adjacent properties, both
developed and
undeveloped. Internal
crosswalks shall be
provided and marked by a
change in pavement
texture, pattern, and/or
color to maximize
pedestrian safety.
To ensure safety of
motorists, delivery trucks,
bicyclists and pedestrians,
the site plan shall clearly
delineate internal traffic
patterns for both vehicles
and pedestrians.
Special attention shall be
given to location, number of
access points, increased
traffic to the public streets,
width of interior drives and
access points, general
interior circulation,
separation of pedestrian and
vehicular traffic, and
arrangement of parking
areas that are safe and

Route 1 and to provide safe, direct
access between adjacent lots.

Entrances to and exits from uses
located along the Portland Rd. and
the York St. corridors shall be
combined and shared with
neighboring uses to the maximum
extent possible in order to
minimize the number of curb cuts
and increase vehicular and
pedestrian safety.

Bicycle Accommodations

None

convenient. In addition, the
plan shall show potential
connections between
parking lots and driveways
on adjacent parcels (whether
developed or undeveloped)
in order to minimize turning
movements on Port Rd,
Western Ave, and Beach Ave
and to provide safe, direct
access between adjacent
lots.
Entrances to and exits from
uses located along Port Rd,
Western Ave and Beach Ave
corridors shall be combined
and shared with
neighboring uses to the
maximum extent possible
in order to minimize the
number of curb cuts and
increase vehicular and
pedestrian safety.

Parking & Loading Areas

Where new off –street parking
areas are proposed, they shall be
located to the side or the rear of
the principal building, and no
parking shall be located closer
than 25 feet of Route 1 R.O.W. In
no case shall parking be located
closer to Route 1 than building
located closest to Route 1. No
more than 50 % of the lot’s
frontage width may be used for
parking. Parking lots shall be
designed as inviting, pedestrian
friendly places with careful
attention to landscaping, lighting,
and internal walkways. Shared
parking is encouraged, especially
where abutting uses have
differing hours of peak parking
demand. (Cross access easements
may be required to allow shared
parking.) Where multiple
buildings are proposed, parking
should be located within the
core/central area if possible, to
provide adequate ADA adjacency
and also street screening. Parking
lots shall be screened from Rt. 1
and visually broken up through
the use of trees, landscaped
parking islands, building

Where new off –street
parking areas are proposed,
they shall be located to the
side or the rear of the
principal building. . No more
than 50 % of the lot’s
frontage width may be used
for parking
Parking areas should be
separated from adjacent
residential properties by
landscaped buffers.
Parking lots shall be
designed with careful
attention to landscaping,
lighting, and internal
walkways. Shared parking
is encouraged, especially
where abutting uses have
differing hours of peak
parking demand. (Cross
access easements may be
required to allow shared
parking.) Where multiple
buildings are proposed,
parking should be located
within the core/central
area if possible, to provide
adequate ADA adjacency
and also street screening.

locations, hedges, shrubs, or a
combination of all these elements.

Service areas shall be located to
the side or rear of the buildingwith maximum screening from
public view.

Service areas shall be screened
with privacy fencing, walls and/or
landscaping in order to minimize
visibility from public and private
roadways, main entrances,
abutting neighborhoods, public
open spaces, and pathways.

. Landscaping

A Landscape Plan, conforming to
the standards of Art. 11, Section
6.B. (7) and Art. 11, Section 8. (1)

Parking lots shall be
screened from the streets
and visually broken up
through the use of trees,
landscaped parking islands,
building locations, hedges,
shrubs, or a combination of
all these elements.
Service areas shall be
located to the side or rear
of the building-with
maximum screening from
public view.
Service areas shall be
screened with privacy
fencing, walls and/or
landscaping in order to
minimize visibility from
public and private
roadways, main entrances,
abutting neighborhoods,
public open spaces, and
pathways.

A Landscape Plan shall be
provided as part of any plan
involving new building

and (2) of this Ordinance - as
well as the standards of this
Section, shall be provided as part
of any plan involving new building
construction, parking lot, and/or
drive through development.
Landscaping shall be used to
complement the architecture,
enhance the human scale,
reinforce circulation paths,
highlight entrances, provide
shade, and add color and seasonal
interest to site.

Existing mature trees and natural
vegetation along the street
frontage and edges of the site shall
be evaluated and, when
determined to be in good
condition, shall be retained.
Within the green perimeter strip
abutting Route 1, the plan shall
include one shade tree per 30
linear feet, or fraction thereof, for
the length of the property line,
exclusive of the driveway, with
most trees being evenly spaced
within such strip. Shade trees
shall have a minimum caliper of

construction, reconstruction,
or parking lot.
Landscaping shall be used
to complement the
architecture, enhance the
human scale, reinforce
circulation paths, highlight
entrances, provide shade,
and add color and seasonal
interest to site.
New trees and shrubs should
be selected from indigenous
species native to the region
and noninvasive species
adapted to the area.
Retaining walls adjacent to
public spaces or traveled
ways should be constructed
of good quality and durable
materials, such as stone,
decorative block, stamped
concrete, or stone veneer.

2 ½ inches.

Buffering

Landscaped buffers in addition to
walls and/or fences, shall be used
to soften the visual impact of
parking areas, service areas,
commercial buildings, drive
through lanes, street frontages
and adjacent properties
Article 11 of the Zoning Ordinance
has some additional landscaping
buffer options that are clearly
defined which could potentially
cause a conflict with these
standards.

Lighting

None

Landscaped buffers in
addition to walls and/or
fences shall be used to
soften the visual impact of
parking areas, service
areas, commercial
buildings, street frontages
and adjacent properties.
Landscape buffers should
include at least two of the
following components:
evergreens, deciduous
trees, shrubs, berms, fences,
green walls, and decorative
walls.

Outdoor lighting should be
designed to ensure proper
illumination of the
pedestrian network, and it
should not cast glare onto
streets, public ways, the sky,
or onto adjacent properties.
Outdoor illuminating devices,
lighting practices, and

systems which will minimize
light pollution and conserve
energy while maintaining
reasonable nighttime safety
and security should be
employed.
Site lighting should be set at
a low luminaire height
(bottom of fixture not higher
than 12-14 feet for
pedestrian areas, and 18-20
feet for parking lots).
Light fixtures should be the
"cut-off" variety, projecting
all light down towards the
pavement (less than 90
degrees from the vertical
line).
Flood and area lighting are
discouraged.

Building
Massing, Scale and
Proportions

The scale of a building depends on
its overall size, the mass of it in
relationship to the open space
around it, and the sizes of its
doors, windows, porches and
balconies. The scale gives a
building “presence”, that is, it
makes it seem so big or small,
awkward or graceful,
overpowering or unimportant.
The scale of a building should be
visually compatible with its site
and with its neighborhood.

The scale of a building
depends on its overall size,
the mass of it in relationship
to the open space around it,
and the sizes of its doors,
windows, porches and
balconies. The scale gives a
building “presence”, that is,
it makes it seem so big or
small, awkward or graceful,
overpowering or
unimportant. The scale of a
building should be visually
compatible with its site and
with its neighborhood.

Linear commercial structures, e.g.
shopping centers, multi-tenant
office buildings, and other large
commercial structures, shall be
visually unified through the use of
complimentary architectural
forms, similar materials and
colors, variations in rooflines,
detailing, and building heights,
and coordinated signage.

The shape and massing of
new and renovated buildings
should provide a balance
among building height, storyheight, building width, and
bay width that is compatible
with those of adjacent
buildings, especially when
the existing buildings are
historic or contribute to the
village design character of
the district.

Facades greater than 100 feet in
length shall be designed with
façade and roofline elements that

Architectural details, such
as awnings, moldings,
vertical piers, pilasters, or
the size and location of

Building Orientation and
Entrances

reduce their scale and add
architectural interest. Where the
plane of a wall is broken, the
offset shall be proportional to the
building’s height and length.
Projections used to break up the
mass of the building shall extend
to the ground.

door and window openings,
should be used to relate the
building design to the
human scale, at least on all
sides of a building visible
from a street.

See Above

Buildings should be oriented
with the primary building
façade(s) facing the primary
street frontage(s) of the site.

Upper stories may be set
back, treated with a
different material, or
incorporated into the
roofline, to diminish
building mass or to make a
building more compatible
with the design of adjacent
buildings

A building’s main entrance
should be clearly visible and
easily accessible from the
primary street(s).

Exterior Appearance of Buildings

The first impression that a
building gives is very important.
All buildings shall present an
inviting, human scaled façade to
the street, internal drives, parking
areas, and surrounding
neighborhoods. Buildings with Rt.
1 frontage shall have at least one
entrance to the building along the
Route 1 frontage.

All sides of a building should
receive design consideration.
Blank walls facing public or
private streets, residential
neighborhoods, or abutting
properties are prohibited. Where
side or rear facades are visible
from adjacent properties or
roadways, they shall be designed
to complement the architectural
treatment of the primary façade to
give scale and visual interest.

The first impression that a
building gives is very
important. All buildings shall
present an inviting, human
scaled façade to the street,
internal drives, parking
areas, and surrounding
neighborhoods.
All sides of a building
should receive design
consideration. Blank walls
facing public or private
streets, residential
neighborhoods, or abutting
properties are prohibited.
Where side or rear facades
are visible from adjacent
properties or roadways,
they shall be designed to
complement the
architectural treatment of
the primary façade to give
scale and visual interest.

The pattern of solids and
voids, windows and doors
in the front façade of a new
The pattern of solids and voids,
or altered building should
windows and doors in the front
be visually compatible with
façade of a new or altered building the architectural style of
should be visually compatible
the building and with that

with the architectural style of the
building and with that of its
neighbors.

of its neighbors.
Windows on the ground
floor of the primary façade
of commercial buildings
should not use mirrored or
tinted glass.
Original window patterns
and openings should be
preserved or restored,
including conservation and
repair to preserve historical
trim and details, in the
redevelopment of historic
buildings and buildings that
contribute to the historic
design character of the
district. New windows, if the
old ones cannot be repaired,
should fill the entire opening
as originally intended.
Mechanical equipment
located on top of the
building should be setback,
screened, or enclosed within
the roof shape, to conceal it
from public view.

Storefront Design

The first impression that a
building gives is very important.
All buildings shall present an
inviting, human scaled façade to
the street, internal drives, parking
areas, and surrounding
neighborhoods. Buildings with Rt.
1 frontage shall have at least one
entrance to the building along the
Route 1 frontage.

All sides of a building should
receive design consideration.
Blank walls facing public or
private streets, residential
neighborhoods, or abutting
properties are prohibited. Where
side or rear facades are visible
from adjacent properties or
roadways, they shall be designed
to complement the architectural
treatment of the primary façade to
give scale and visual interest
Building Materials

The pattern of solids and voids,
windows and doors in the front
façade of a new or altered building
should be visually compatible
with the architectural style of the
building and with that of its

The first impression that a
building gives is very
important. All buildings
shall present an inviting,
human scaled façade to the
street, internal drives,
parking areas, and
surrounding
neighborhoods.
All sides of a building should
receive design consideration.
Blank walls facing public or
private streets, residential
neighborhoods, or abutting
properties are prohibited.
Where side or rear facades
are visible from adjacent
properties or roadways, they
shall be designed to
complement the
architectural treatment of
the primary façade to give
scale and visual interest

The pattern of solids and
voids, windows and doors in
the front façade of a new or
altered building should be
visually compatible with the
architectural style of the

neighbors.

Materials used on facades help to
provide added character to a
building – clapboards, shingles,
brick, etc. – and therefore should
be visually compatible to those of
other buildings around it. For
facades of buildings visible from a
public way, preference shall be
given to clapboard, brick, shingle
and other materials commonly
used in local architecture. (Cinder
block, highly reflective metal
siding, stucco type siding are
discouraged.)

building and that of its
neighbors.
Materials used on facades
help to provide added
character to a building –
clapboards, shingles, brick,
etc. – and therefore should
be visually compatible to
those of other buildings
around it. For facades of
buildings visible from a
public way, preference shall
be given to clapboard, brick,
shingle and other materials
commonly used in local
architecture. (Cinder block,
highly reflective metal siding,
stucco type siding are
discouraged.) Deteriorated
historic features should be
repaired rather than
replaced. Where the
severity of deterioration
requires replacement of a
distinctive feature, the new
feature should match the old
in design, color, texture,
materials and other visual
qualities. Replacement of
missing features should be
substantiated by

documentary, physical, or
pictorial evidence.
The use of paint colors that
are appropriate to the
historic period of a building,
and compatible and
harmonious with adjacent
buildings is encouraged.
Exterior materials in new
buildings should not include
vinyl, aluminum, or synthetic
siding. Materials that look
traditional are acceptable.

Solar Installation Guidelines

Solar design standards
should encourage project
outcomes that meet solar
access requirements while
maintaining the integrity of
historic resources.
Consideration should always
be given to solutions that
protect historic features,
materials and spatial
relationships with the
visibility of all solar energy
installations, including solar
panels, minimized to the
greatest extent possible.
Solar technologies that
integrate well with historic
structures are encouraged.
If possible, place solar panels
in areas that minimize their
visibility from a public
thoroughfare.
The overall visibility and
reflectivity of solar panels
and their support structures
can be substantially reduced
if elements of the solar
installation match the
surrounding building fabric in
color.

10/3/2019

Kristi Kenney, AIA
KW Architects PC
35 Quail Run
Kennebunk, Maine 04043
John Stoll
Town Planner
Town of Kennebunk
Dear John,
Please accept my comments on the Design Standards Proposed for the Lower Village. In
addition to designing projects in Lower Village I also own a house at 145 Port Road. As an
architect, I welcome design standards if that is the wishes of the town, but I would caution the
town that these standards need to be clear and as unambiguous as possible. Often standards
with vague meaning and intent can result in unintended consequences.
1. Location of design standards to be applied: You may want to consider changing
the wording to include all buildings ON these streets not just "both sides of streets". It
can be a grey area if a building is on a corner of one is a main road and a secondary
road. If the building "fronts" or has an address of the secondary road.
2. Building frontages: Consider changing language to "buildings shall be located along
the Front yard setback instead of "frontages" which is an undefined term.
3. Compatible with the front facades: This is a pretty grey area which could be a
positive if the neighboring buildings are of the same size and scale but could also be a
negative with abutting buildings are larger is scale and/or a different use. Also very
subjective as to what is "compatible".
4. "Parking should be at the rear of the lot or concealed by buildings and/or
landscaping". All buildings require landscaping along the setbacks therefore most
projects would meet this recommendation anyway. I think this statement redundant
since it is more clearly addressed under "Parking and Loading areas"
5. Connections between abutting parking lots: I am very happy to see the
recommendation to have potential connections between parking lots and driveways. In
my opinion, this is been very successful along Route one and can significantly have an
impact on traffic.
6. "No more than 50 % of the lot’s frontage width may be used for parking".
This can be a very difficult requirement to achieve on small lots. Plus I believe you
mean this to address the major roads as "frontage" but consider if a building is a
corner lot and fronts a side street. I would make this a recommendation and not a
requirement.
7. Parking areas should be separated from adjacent residential properties by
landscaped buffers. You may want to consider adding to this paragraph to clarify the
Kristi Kenney, AIA
PO Box 404
Wells, Maine 04090
(207) 332-9199
kristi@maine-architects.com
www.maine-architects.com
Maine Registered Architect

intent such as calling out a percentage of non deciduous trees such as evergreens to
provide residential screening throughout the winter. Or just add "See Landscape
Requirements"
8. Where multiple buildings are proposed, parking should be located within the
core/central area if possible, to provide adequate ADA adjacency and also street
screening. There is often a conflict where when the building "front" is supposed to be
along the main road but yet the parking and the ADA access is from the rear of the
building. May want to include some language that states that each building along the
major road shall have a "front door" and not turn its back to the street even if it is a
"false" door. Not sure how best to address this problem...The statement conflicts with
the requirements under "Building Orientation and Entrances"
9. Service Areas: If not already somewhere in the code, it should state that all
dumpsters must be screened with a fence and gate.
10. Light fixtures - Consider adding a recommendation about shut off timers for
landscape lighting to encourage dark sky standards for any lighting above minimum
required for safe pedestrian and vehicular traffic.
11. Windows on the ground floor of the primary façade of commercial buildings
should not use mirrored or tinted glass. I would eliminate the "tinted glass" portion.
Tinted glass is often used for UV protection, solar heat/gain etc and should not be
prohibited. Perhaps the intention of the statement should be noted instead.
12. New windows, if the old ones cannot be repaired, should fill the entire opening
as originally intended. Unfortunately current building codes require larger windows
mostly for legal bedroom egress. Consider restating this phrase to allow for exceptions
along the side or rear facades and/or to allow for new windows to be replaced with
alternate windows that are compatible historically. The phrase "fill in the entire
opening" is going to cause issues.
13. Replacement of deteriorated historic features: I would strike the word "materials" in
this phrase: Where the severity of deterioration requires replacement of a distinctive
feature, the new feature should match the old in design, color, texture, materials and
other visual qualities. There are some much more durable and materials that are far
better suited to replace wood trim etc so I would not limit the ability of an owner to
replace features with a better material.
14. Replacement of missing features should be substantiated by documentary,
physical, or pictorial evidence. I think this should be left up to the historic
preservation committee for historically designated buildings and areas. Approval of
historic features is an entirely different set of standards that legally needs to be backed
by clear direction and specific standards.
15. Exterior materials in new buildings should not include vinyl, aluminum, or
synthetic siding. Materials that look traditional are acceptable. These two
sentences contradict each other as to whether a "look" is acceptable versus a strict
definition of a material. In addition, siding now comes in many variations that are
sometimes blend of "synthetic" and wood in the same siding that looks very traditional
but is far more durable and environmentally friendly. Although "wood" may be
considered "traditional" it is also not the only product that can adequately compliment a
traditional building. I think this paragraph should state the intent and not a restriction.
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Not only does that tie the hands of the designer, contractor and homeowner but it may
not be the best solution in all cases.

Sincerely,

Kristi Kenney, AIA, Maine Registered Architect
KW Architects PC
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Town of Kennebunk
Planning Board
Meeting Minutes
Monday, September 9th, 2019
Present: Chris MacClinchy—Chair; Richard B. Smith—Vice Chair; Janice Vance; Robert Metcalf;
Edward Trainer—Alt.; David Smith—Secretary
Also Attending: John Stoll—Town Planner
I. Open Meeting
C. MacClinchy opened the meeting at approximately 7:00 PM. Today is Monday,
September 9th, 2019
II.

Workshop
A. Proposed Wetland Mitigation Ordinance – Conservation Commission

C. MacClinchy introduces a workshop with the proposed wetland mitigation ordinance with the
Conservation Commission.
J. Stoll states that the Board had asked for a table of the recently approved wetland impact projects.
He notes that the Conservation Commission provided that and a cover letter. He states that [the
Conservation Commission] has worked with him “on this” and have done a “good job.” He notes
that he is still confused about the organization, but that this is his “fault.” He notes that they were
considering separating the “shoreland section” out into its “own independent area,” rather than
having it in just the performance standards. He notes that the application procedures are now in
article 10 because he didn’t know where else to have them put. He states that it feels a little
“disorganized” but that the content [of the document] “seems fine.” He states that [the Board] has
been provided the wetland impact [and] a redline document with strike-throughs, that would be an
actual ordinance acceptable document.
Jennifer Shack introduces herself from the Conservation Commission as the Co-Chair. She asks
where [the Board members would like her to] “start.” C. MacClinchy advises [that the Board
members would like her to start] at the “beginning.”
J. Shack states that they could start with the table. She notes that the few projects that have taken
place in the past year, there were 4 projects with an average impact of 2,700-square feet, for a total
of 10,800-square feet. She notes that a “couple are in progress.” She states that they did
calculations about what thee cost would be for the wetland impact based on a formula. She notes
that they are using a formula that the State of Maine uses. She notes that the average cost per
square foot of restoration, plus the average cost of land in Kennebunk [is part of the formula]. She
states that the average cost of restoration is $3.61 per square foot. She states that Todd Bridgeo,
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who is their “engineer Commission member,” did some calculations about the average cost of land
in Kennebunk based off of the accessor. She notes that T. Bridgeo “came up with” $0.87 per
square foot. She notes that the total would be $4.48 per square foot, or approximately 4,500 per
thousand square feet. She notes that [T. Bridgeo] did say that there were some assumptions that
were made so the number [could be] a little “bit off.” She notes that one question they had talked
about [concerned] exempting access roads to a single lot of record. She wonders if there could be a
consideration for a “certain minimum” for these [situations].
R. Metcalf states that when he looked “at these,” the one “for Thompson [Road]” was an
exceptionally large [wetland fill] that was for access to two-lots. He states that he will have J. Stoll
respond to Orrin’s Way [as the Board] has a comment from [the Code Officer] which [states that
the application] doesn’t have to come to [the Board] for them to permit [the wetland fill] because
the wetland is less than an acre. He notes that this is an unusual amount of fill. He wonders if the
“Western [Avenue] one” is the “garage.” J. Stoll states, “yes.” R. Metcalf notes that this was
extraordinary [as the wetland fill] wasn’t for a crossing [but was] for storage. He notes that the
number is skewed [because of these factors from these different projects, and he suggests the
Conservation Commission] go over the last three-years [of wetland fill projects] to come up with
the average. He notes that most are for driveways that were under 1,000-square feet. R. Smith adds
that most were an average [wetland fill] of 700-750-square feet.
J. Shack wonders if the next step is [showing the Board] the three-year average. R. Metcalf notes
that this would be [helpful] to refine the numbers.
C. MacClinchy states that it would be interesting to see what the cost would be, but that [the
Conservation Commission already had given the Board] a “breakdown of cost.”
R. Metcalf states that what he is talking about is an exception. He notes that [J. Shack] was
concerned that the square footage is more than the average. He notes that [the Board] needs a
“better handle” on what the traditional amount of fill is.
J. Shack states that they will “table” this question until they have more information.
C. MacClinchy wonders if [the Board and Conservation Commission representatives] want to go
through the ordinance revisions.
J. Stoll states that [this document] is disorganized “because of me.” He notes that “this specific
language” is under the wetland definition but it could be done alphabetically. He notes that he was
trying to make [the document] “make sense” from an “easy-to-read” [standpoint].
J. Shack notes that she likes this way of organizing [the document]. She notes that there is an
inland wetland definition that was “way earlier” that she “missed,” so it is still there.
C. MacClinchy notes that under the wetland definition [the Conservation Commission] has
“basically” taken the State’s language. J. Shack notes that the Army Corps [of Engineer’s]
definitions are from NERPA. She notes that she did make changes to have it “read better.”
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C. MacClinchy states that he doesn’t know what definitions “we have,” but that it is “clearly
helpful” to have the definitions in “one spot” for the various wetlands. He states that he thinks that
is a benefit and having them match up for the standards the applicant needs to review.
C. MacClinchy states that the shoreland zoning will reference the definition section.
J. Shack notes that everything that is “red-lined” is “brand-new.”
J. Stoll wonders what the Board thinks [about having] all the wetland references in one section.
[The board thinks this is a good idea].
C. MacClinchy begins reviewing the revisions under article 10. He wonders if this is shoreland
zoning. J. Stoll states, “yes.”
J. Shack wonders if it makes sense to do something different [concerning the fact that the
application processes under article 10C10 is a “big section”] so it becomes a “top level item.”
J. Stoll states that the problem is that where article 10 is won’t be easy to find the information
[which] is where he gets concerned that maybe it [requires] a considerable reorganization of the
section or putting it in a separate article.
R. Smith wonders what would be the downside of putting [the information] in its own section. J.
Stoll states that there isn’t [a downside], in his opinion, [as it] makes the ordinance a lot easier for
someone to learn.
R. Metcalf notes that it would make [the information] clearer, [but to ensure that the section is]
cross referenced. R. Smith adds that it would make [the information] a focal point.
J. Shack wonders if what the applicant is required to do [in the application process] for wetland
[fill]. J. Stoll states that it doesn’t require “anything” unless [the area] qualifies for special exception,
then there are vaguely defined processes in article 10. He notes that it makes more sense to pull
[the information] out and reorganize it by making it its own article so it is clear and easy to use. J.
Vance agrees. J. Stoll states that it would be article 15. J. Shack asks if J. Stoll could [reorganize this
for the Conservation Commission]. J. Stoll states [that he can].
C. MacClinchy notes that [the Board] wants to go through the application process that [the
Conservation Commission] has laid out.
J. Shack notes that [the information] is all the same as before. C. MacClinchy notes that [the
Conservation Commission] added the mitigation plan.
J. Shack notes that there are two questions [the Conservation Commission] has under the project
plan, which is P3.
R. Metcalf notes that he will make one comment before he forgets. He notes that [concerning]
mitigation plan with the wetland specialist, [the Board] wants to hold a provision just like the
wetland delineation that [the Board] can require review by a competent peer review just to make
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sure [the standards] are adhered to. R. Smith adds that [this would be] paid for by the applicant. J.
Shack wonders what number [this would be related to]. J. Vance notes that it is number 2C.
C. MacClinchy references 10B. He wonders what [the Board] would review and what the criteria is
for those impacts.
R. Metcalf states that it falls under the jurisdiction of the Planning Board and the Site Review
Board. He notes that when [the Board] asked for the table to “get a handle on” what the average
area of wetland fill that this Board has looked at [in the past] for crossings, he thinks [the Board]
needs to look at being reasonable in terms of not having impact fees if someone has a lot of record
and wants to get access. He states that he is a little “apprehensive” about the numbers. He wonders
if [the Conservation Commission] is looking for impact in the setback areas as well. He notes that
where [the area] is shoreland regulated with a 25-foot setback, if [the applicant] has to cross that
wetland they will be impacting the wetland on both sides. He notes that this would increase if [the
Board] looks at the square footage of only the impacted area. He notes that [the Board] does grant
waivers for the amount of fill in the setback.
J. Shack wonders if [R. Metcalf] is suggesting that [the Conservation Commission] do “something
different” for priority 3 [wetlands].
R. Metcalf states that for priority 1 and 2 [wetlands] there are exceptions that are under the State to
reduce the setbacks. He notes that if [the Town] looks at the impact and not of the buffer, he feels
like [the Town] should [not] be assessing if there is an impact to the buffer areas. He clarifies that
[this applies] to any place there is a buffer.
R. Smith wonders if [R. Metcalf is referring just to] access roads. R. Metcalf states that [he is
referring to] any buffer. He notes that [the Board has looked] at the impact in the buffer. He notes
that the DEP permits it, [but that the Board] is only looking at the wetland with the shoreland
[zoning]. He notes that there are setbacks that won’t change, but [that the Board] doesn’t deduct
[these setbacks] as an impact with implications.
C. MacClinchy states that [the Board] has given applicants a “hard time” with driveways with a
turn-around in a setback area.
R. Metcalf states that it is assessed as an impact, [but in terms of this] assessing fee for impacts, [the
Board] shouldn’t be assessing fees with upland areas as part of a buffer. He notes that [the Board]
can “push back” on how much [the applicant] can encroach on a buffer area, [but that] as far as an
impact, he disagrees with having a fee with upland impact areas.
C. MacClinchy states that he would assume that [the Board] would treat the areas as wetland areas,
as they are important in protecting the wetland. He notes that [the Conservation Commission] is
asking [the Board] to consider a fee [surrounding this issue].
D. Smith states that when [the Board has] looked at wetland, they didn’t look at the upland. He
notes that a vernal pool he would love to preserve as much as 750-feet, if possible, but he thinks it
[would be] less than that. J. Shack adds that it is 250-feet. D. Smith states that he is concerned
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about saving the vernal pools but not the surrounding areas.
R. Metcalf notes that vernal pools are a “different animal.” He notes that it is 250-feet around a
significant [vernal pool], with a 100-foot undisturbed buffer [and] 25% beyond that can be cleared.
He notes that it is not an undisturbed area. He states that wetlands are different. He notes that the
State doesn’t have setback requirements as far as wetlands, [but that the Board] has imposed
setbacks. He notes that with shoreland zoning it is different, because the resource is defined. He
states that they are talking about wetland impacts that are not regulated by the State. He notes that
they can review it but if the Stat4e gives a permit, then [the Board] can be challenged. He states
that [the Board] has never looked at an application and stopped it from moving [on] that [already
was approved by the] DEP and Army Corps [of Engineers]. He notes that the priority 3 wetlands
are permit by rule. He states that [the Town has put priority 3 permit by rule] into shoreland
zoning, and the State has incorporated it into their language.
R. Smith asks to “go back” to the discussion concerning the uplands buffer area. He wonders why
the Conservation Commission feels that it is important to make “that change” to protect the buffer
area.
J. Shack notes that the reason [is that] the wetlands require a buffer to exist and thrive and if there
is [an application that is] disturbing the buffer then [this action] would do more damage. She notes
that the [Conservation Commission] wants something [the Board] is comfortable with, [but also]
has a “little bit of teeth” that can go forward.
E. Trainer states that [the Conservation Commission] is stating that the buffer is important for the
wetland and the [counter] argument is that it isn’t important. He notes that if the mission is to
protect the wetlands, what is the argument.
R. Metcalf notes that the impact is to the wetland [and that] a mitigation plan shouldn’t be assessing
the fee to the buffer. He notes that [the mitigation plan] is talking about a wetland. He states that
he has an issue with that for the [applications] for road crossings that are trying to fill wetlands and
buffers. He notes that [the Board] has had projects where the applicant wanted to impact 1,000square feet of wetland to connect to the pockets of upland.
E. Trainer states that there are “other parts” of assessing the wetlands that is not related to a
possible mitigation fee. He wonders if this is not for the consideration of the buffer in cases where
there is a mitigation fee involved, or if [not considering the buffers is a general approach].
R. Metcalf states that he is saying in general that [the Town] should not be assessing the buffer
impacts.
E. Trainer wonders if [R. Metcalf’s] argument is that it doesn’t make a difference to the wetlands.
R. Metcalf states that buffers are important to the wetlands. He notes that [the impact fee] is
assessed based on land value and [including the buffers in that] doesn’t mean that the wetland
impact fee [will stay in] Kennebunk.
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E. Trainer wonders if [the decision is to either] include the buffers or not, or if there [was a
decision that was] “in the middle.”
R. Metcalf states that for the amount of wetland as far as the impact is concerned, he has an issue
with putting impacts on the buffer area. He notes that [the Town] is not looking to do a major
wetland impact, as [the Town] has never done a large-scale wetland impact, [as] otherwise it “goes
under” federal or State jurisdiction. He notes that [the Board] has always “pushed back.” He notes
that the wetland mitigation has been “spearheaded” for the last 15-years by the small wetland fill
[the Board] has approved. He notes that a lot of the wetland fills that [the Board] has done, get
recorded by the State and [the State] doesn’t regulate those small wetland impacts. He notes that
[the Board] is trying to keep the amount of impact down.
E. Trainer states that he welcomes other thoughts so he can “understand this.” He notes that when
[the Board] is talking about wetlands in general, they are looking at the revisions and proposing
revisions to the ordinance. He wonders if [the Board] should be looking at that principle of not.
J. Vance wonders how much the [impact fee amount] actually comes to using the numbers that
were provided. She states that she thinks about what [R. Smith said at a previous meeting]
concerning the “cost of doing business” and if an applicant has to choose to pay a fee [instead of
avoiding the wetland fill].
J. Shack states that for every square foot is $4.48, so it would be $4,500 per 1,000-square feet. She
notes that it [the Conservation Commission] wants to make sure whatever [price] they decide on
doesn’t end up being [so cheap that the applicant] can just pay “a few bucks” and do “darn well”
what they please. She notes that for the Thomas Muller Road, which is [a wetland fill] of 4,000square feet, it would [cost] $18,000. She notes that she doesn’t know if this is a lot for development
costs.
R. Metcalf states that it depends on what [the applicant] is building. J. Vance wonders if this would
be a deterrent and would make [the applicant] “stop and think twice.” R. Metcalf states that to R.
Smith’s [previous point], [the applicant] will still have to go through the same standards to prove
that there is no alternate methodology without impacting the wetland. J. Shack adds that [this
ordinance] is “step 2” [for an applicant]. R. Smith notes that this is what made [the ordinance]
palatable to him, as it isn’t just a fee, [but that the applicant] would have to justify [the wetland fill].
C. MacClinchy states that [the ordinance] is looking at projects that would be less than 20,000square feet of impact and the question is which [areas] do [the Board members] want to consider
part of the impact. He notes that the Conservation Commission is asking the Board to consider the
wetland impact and the setback impact [in order to] come up with standards to review. He notes
that R. Metcalf has suggested to just [include] the wetland impact. He notes that these are for
impacts under a half-acre in size. He notes that these are relatively small. He states that the
question is how [the Town should] address all impacts. He states that he knows how important
buffer areas are [and that] he thinks that for some projects sit becomes “a little too much” to
consider [the buffers] in these impacts when [some of these applications will be looking at]
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crossings for home lots “and such.” He notes that this could be doubling the impact by adding the
setback areas that are impacted as well. He states that while [the Board] is concerned and wants to
protect the buffers, including a specified impact might be a “little more than we need to do at this
point.”
R. Smith states that the “other piece” is that [the Board] needs to get the ordinance passed. He
states that the [voters] are going to argue. He states that the more burdens “thrown” on [the
public], the harder they will fight it. He notes that it is important to protect wetlands as much as
they can, [but that at this point] they have to “give a little” to not lose the entire project.
J. Shack states that [the Conservation Commission] wants to do something that is feasible and not
extremist. She notes that she has a question that relates to the idea [presented] by R. Metcalf about
the access roads. She notes that there [were some applications] that “pushed the envelope” to put a
house in a certain spot. She gives the example of Lobster Lane.
J. Stoll states that the issue with “that one” was that the isolated forest wetland wasn’t connected
and that is why it didn’t work.
J. Shack wonders if [an applicant] isn’t impacting wetlands, should [this formula] be part of the
calculation at all.
R. Metcalf states that it should be included in the impact fee. He notes that when [the Board] looks
at these, they look closely and make [the applicant] go with the steepest grade possible to have the
minimum amount of impact. He notes that the “one thing” [the Board] never [accepted was] filling
a wetland to put a building in a location. He states that [the Board] has modified footprints. He
notes that [the Board] takes it seriously, [but that] sometimes [the Board] has to be flexible. He
states that the threshold for tier one is 14,999 [square feet] and it “triggers” to tier two at 15,000square feet, [which is when] the State “gets involved.”
D. Smith wonders what the dollar impact is if [an applicant] is trying to cross a 4,000-square foot
wetland impact.
J. Shack states that she wants to make a comment. She notes that R. Metcalf has been talking about
not doing “XYZ because [the Board] has been good at protecting wetlands. She notes that one of
the [Conservation Commission’s] goals is to set something in place for future Board use,
[especially if the Board is] not “as good” [at protecting wetlands].
R. Metcalf states that it is a matter of getting language “in here” so that future boards have the
precedent of evaluating the wetlands that come before the Board.
D. Smith states that he wants to back-track to [figure out] what the 4,000-square feet [impact fee
would be]. He notes that it is $4,500 per 1,000 [square feet], which is $18,000. He notes that the
next question is if that is a lot of money and if it would apply to someone who is trying to do a
wetland crossing for a subdivision to an upland. He wonders if this is something that would be [an
issue] for a developer and if $18,000 is a lot of money [to a developer].
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J. Shack states that the fee is also set up so it is should be more expensive than a restoration or
enhancement project. She notes that if a developer is doing an enhancement project, the fee is
more expensive than to do the enhancement or restoration project.
D. Smith wonders what the enhancement project refers to. C. MacClinchy explains [that the
enhancement project is] work the developer does on their own to rectify the situation. R. Metcalf
adds that [this enhancement include] restoration on their property or another property.
G. Cain states that there is a place in [the ordinance] where the applicant can choose to do
mitigation [that is] part fee and part enhancement. She notes that the towns that [the Conservation
Commission has interviewed] has never had to use [this part of the ordinance, but that] it might
relate to the buffer concern.
J. Shack states that the State allows for projects that preserve adjacent uplands. D. Smith asks if
[these uplands would theoretically be] put in a conservation easement “or something.” J. Shack
states, “yes.”
R. Metcalf notes that [the ordinance] is looking at restoring wetland impacts. He states that DEP
has a formula [that could be used]. J. Shack notes that this [DEP formula] is what [is already in
use]. She notes that [the formula] is under Compensation Project, Plan C.
R. Metcalf notes that if [the Town] pays the State money, “you don’t know where it will go.” He
states that [the ordinance needs to state] that [the money will be used within] the Town. J. Shack
states that this is “in there too.” C. MacClinchy notes that [it is] in part D.
J. Shack notes that for wetlands of special significance, “everything is doubled,” which is part of the
State calculations.
R. Metcalf states [within] the Compensation Project plan [that does not] require an access road for
a single lot, he wonders if [the Conservation Commission is suggesting] a number if they are saying
that [the applicant would have to] impact [a certain amount] of wetland.
C. MacClinchy states that J. Stoll’s comment is that he included this section in at [the Board’s]
request. J. Stoll states that [the initials in the draft of the ordinance that are] JES [stand for] J. Shack
[and not J. Stoll].
J. Shack notes that she can rewrite [this section] so that it is clear. She asks R. Metcalf about
including mitigation banking under 3B,.
R. Metcalf states that this goes to “back to something” the Town discussed [previously]. He states
that Gorham is a “classic example” where [the Town] can increase density to pay “X number of
dollars.” He states that [Gorham] has identified a parcel in the community to acquire for open
space. He states that [the Town of Kennebunk] gave away land to Rachel Carson [Wildlife
Preserve] and it is not a mitigation bank.
J. Shack wonders if this is something that needs to be in [the ordinance].
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R. Metcalf states that this [ordinance] needs to [be passed and can be] tweaked after. He notes that
[adding in mitigation banking] would be a step after [the ordinance is passed].
R. Metcalf states that he has another question. He wonders about the maintenance for the
restoration enhancement. He states that he would not put “maybe” [but instead that] it should be
required. He states that with DEP and wetland impacts and mitigation on site, [the applicant] has
to do a report every 5-years to make sure it is approved.
J. Shack states that she has a comment about what Maine DEP requires for the annual report. J.
Vance wonders how the monitoring is executed [from the Maine DEP]. She wonders if there is a
tickler file for annual reports and what [happens if an applicant] doesn’t review.
J. Stoll states that he doesn’t monitor “any of this.” He notes that he doesn’t think there is a clear
path [but that the information is] somewhere with the Community Development Department.
R. Metcalf states that [the Town] had a “couple of” performance guarantee lapses. He notes that
there was no tracking mechanism “at the time.” He states that there is software [that can help this
so that the information] doesn’t “fall through the cracks.” J. Stoll states that they are looking into
this.
R. Metcalf states that the performance guarantee has to go to the Town Manager, not the Town
Planner. J. Shack wonders if it would be the total cost. R. Metcalf states, “yes.” C. MacClinchy
wonders if [it is based on] contingency fee. R. Metcalf states that it is based on a percentage of the
project. J. Stoll stats that it is 25%. J. Shack notes that [the ordinance] should read [that it is] 25% of
the Compensation Plan
R. Metcalf suggests [adding to the ordinance] an inspection process to make sure [the
enhancement projects] are installed properly. He notes that this should be the [job of the Town
Planner or Code Office], but for someone with expertise to peer review. J. Shack states that this
would be an inspection process. R. Metcalf adds that [it would be for] installation according to the
plan.
J. Vance wonders if [the Conservation Commission] knows how other towns have handled private
non-profit organizations dedicated to administering the mitigation. J. Shack states that she doesn’t
know about the wetlands but for the vernal pool program, [other towns] use Land Trusts and the
State uses the Nature Conservancy.
R. Metcalf states that [the Town] has done something “similar” instead of having [the applicant] go
through the site location, [with the Town’s] open space [the applicant] has been able to dedicate a
section of the lot so that the State holds part of the rights to it so it is preserved. He notes that the
applicant doesn’t have to go through the Planning Board and site location. He assumes that the
Town Attorney will be looking at this [ordinance] too. He states that he has another question. He
notes that when looking at the impact fees, [the Town] can only hold them for a certain period of
time [or] the money goes back to whoever put these fees in place. He states that [they need to
make sure that these fees] don’t get turned around or “kicked back,” [but instead] that the funds
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[are used] to do “some good.”
J. Stoll states that he will follow-up with the Town Attorney. He notes that he thinks there is a little
“extra work” as Staff and the Conservation Commission [that needs to be done] and that [these
entities] will look to return with a revision “in a month or two.” He states that now [the Board] has
given the “go ahead,” he will “roll this” into a shoreland chapter.
R. Smith wonders if it will be its own format. J. Stoll states, “yes” [and that he can give the Board] a
legal [copy] and a black and white [copy].
R. Metcalf wonders if [the ordinance can be on the June 2020 ballot, what the project time frame
is].
J. Stoll states that in January or February [the ordinance] would have to go to a public hearing.
J. Vance states that she is impressed with how far it has come and that it is a “really good” piece of
work.
C. MacClinchy states that in an effort to not have to reargue some points, he wonders if [the
Board] wants to focus on the impacts on the wetland areas and the setback areas. He states that if
the Board is uncomfortable [with making a decision on this now then it can be discussed at a later
date]. He wonders if the Board thinks they are ready to make a decision. He asks who is in favor
of calculating the impacts to the wetlands and not the setback areas, and who would support an
ordinance with just impacts to the wetlands.
C. MacClinchy, R. Metcalf, and D. Smith vote in favor of this proposition.
R. Smith states that he would be in favor of supporting both the uplands and the wetlands because
[the ordinance] can always be “dialed back” after the public hearing. He notes that he doesn’t think
the amount of money added to the projects will be that severe to deter anyone from developing,
[but instead] will make [these applicants] look harder for an alternative way of [working with the
wetlands].
C. MacClinchy states that there are three choices: calculating the impacts for the sake of this
ordinance to include both the wetland and the setback areas; choosing [to calculate] just the impact
to the wetland; [or remaining] unsure.
E. Trainer states that he is inclined to say similar reasons to what R. Smith said. He notes that [this
issue] will come out in a public hearing. He states that what [the Board and Conservation
Commission] is “doing here” is looking to protect the wetlands.
R. Metcalf states that [he is in favor of just calculating the wetlands].
D. Smith states that he can look at it two different ways. He notes that [it could be] used as a
negotiating tool to see if [the Board] can do what the Conservation Commission wants. He notes
that he is not sure how enhancement “plays into this” as long as this option is available. He states
that he would [be in favor of just calculating] the wetlands to start with.
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J. Vance states that it is certainly “clean” to count the wetland impact. She notes that she was trying
to “go back in my mind” to [projects the Board] has looked at in cases [where there were] impacts
to a buffer that she wished wasn’t happening because [it could have] degraded the wetlands. She
notes that she likes the idea of using this as a negotiating tool. She states that every single [wetland
the Board] has ever looked at has been different. She notes that she sees a difference between a
priority 3 [wetland] and a priority 2 [wetland]. She suggests having a more stringent requirement on
a priority 1 and 2 [wetland] and not on a priority 3 would be a “happy medium.” She notes that
she would like to “look at it more” and look at the projects [the Board] has approved and if there
are “things” in hindsight [should have been protected].
C. MacClinchy states that [the Board] is not ready to determine “that part” [of the ordinance] and
will “rehash it again.” He notes that [the Board] is not any closer to determining the Compensation
Exception [as they did not] “talk about that stuff yet.”
J. Stoll states that they will come back with the 3-year information [that had been requested].
B. Code Enforcement Opinion and Legal Response
C. MacClinchy states that the next item [on the agenda] is a Code Enforcement opinion. He notes
that [the Board] asked J. Stoll to follow-up on a few questions and responses.
J. Stoll states that [this discussion] is based on an application [the Board had received]. He notes
that he provided [the Code Enforcement Officer’s] full responses on how he made the
determination [to remove the application from the Board’s jurisdiction]. J. Stoll reads his summary
he sent to the Town Attorney, “there was a determination made in accordance with Article 3,
section 3, 3A of the zoning ordinance: when an impacts proposed to a priority 3 wetland that is less
than 1-acre in size, the Town does not have jurisdiction, and this resulted in a recent Planning
Board application being withdrawn.” He notes that the Town Attorney came back with the
response, “that while this is the Code Officer’s determination to make, I agree with his
determination that a wetland under 1-acre is not subject to regulation of the shoreland overlay
district provisions. Article 3, section 3B establishes that the shoreland zone applies to lands within
25-feet of the normal high-water line of a wetland, other than a priority 1 or 2 wetland that is 1 or
more acres in size.” He notes that he also provided [the Board] with the sheet from article 3 where
this [response and determination] was primarily based.
R. Metcalf states that there are wetlands that can be filled without [the Board’s] jurisdiction. He
notes that if this isn’t regulated now, [then the Board can’t] ensure that [these wetland fills] can
comply with the wetland mitigation ordinance.
C. MacClinchy wonders if this is the only place that “lays out” what wetland [the Board] can
review. He wonders if there is language that says any impact to a wetland must be reviewed by the
Planning Board. J. Stoll states [this is found in] article 10 and is “just reviewed” under the
establishment of districts. He notes that [the Board] could be referencing article 10C10. C.
MacClinchy wonders if in those sections it talks size of wetlands. J. Stoll states that it does not.
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R. Metcalf states that it raises the question that [the Board] has reviewed and improved wetland
crossing for driveways that were not an acre or greater. He notes that these wetlands were less than
an acre. He states that when it is difficult for an applicant to determine the size of the wetland as it
is off-site, then [the Code Enforcement Officer finds that] it would go to the Board for review. He
notes that for “this case” the applicant’s surveyor determined that the wetland did not exceed an
acre in size and that [the Code Enforcement Officer found that the applicant] had a right to fill
[this wetland].
J. Stoll states that he would recommend that this be addressed in the shoreland zoning chapter
going forward.
R. Metcalf wonders what is section 3G and if that is referencing the one-acre or greater
[determination]. J. Stoll states that these are performance standards. R. Metcalf wonders if it
references the size of the wetland. J. Stoll states, “no.”
R. Metcalf wonders if there is “any teeth to this standard.” He wonders if this provision would not
therefore require any filling without going before the Planning Board. J. Stoll states that this is a
legitimate question. R. Metcalf states that [the Board] needs an answer.
C. MacClinchy states that J. Stoll referenced the boundaries in the shoreland overlay district [to the
Town Attorney]. J. Stoll states that this was based on the determination of why Orrin’s Way
[application] was withdrawn.
C. MacClinchy states that the performance standard references the shoreland overlay and surge
protection. He notes that this is the standards for the shoreland zoning. He states that article 2
defines the boundaries of the shoreland zone but article 10 shows the review standards. He states
that there is an inconsistency with the two.
R. Metcalf states that the performance standards are based on the shoreland zoning so it doesn’t
apply but it needs to be clarified. J. Stoll states that he can get clarity [on this issue].
C. MacClinchy states that [the Code Enforcement Officer] makes the point that [the Board
regulates wetlands more than other Towns] and that the shoreland zoning model has weakened
over time. He wonders [if the Board] is saying that all wetland impacts should be reviewed, not just
those an acre in size.
R. Metcalf wonders if [the Conservation Commission] looked at South Portland and Kittery and if
they regulate all wetlands. J. Shack states that she can find out but she doesn’t remember.
R. Smith wonders if [the Code Enforcement Officer] is saying that there should be no review of
wetland filling. C. MacClinchy states that [the Code Enforcement Officer is saying that there
should be no review of wetland filling] for a priority 3 [wetland that is] under one acre in size and is
not regulated by the Town in [the Code Enforcement Officer’s] determination.
R. Metcalf states that the only way [these wetland fills] “wind up” being reviewed by [the Board] is
if they “trigger” the DEP requirements. J. Stoll states that he thinks [the Code Enforcement
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Officer] makes “mention” of that” in here.” He states that [the Code Enforcement Officer] wanted
to come and discuss this further but he is out-of-town.
C. MacClinchy asks J. Stoll to follow-up with [the Town Attorney] for further review of the
performance standards. He notes that [the Board] has no idea where they need to address as they
review the wetland mitigation plan.
C. MacClinchy begins discussing J. Stoll’s “second question” [regarding] subdivision regulations.
J. Stoll states that [the Town] had two proposals with minor subdivisions where the applicant has
proposed access to two or more lots off of a 30-foot wide easement. He states that a legal opinion
was requested and that it is his assumption that based on article 11.1.1 of the subdivision
regulations, which then references the street design and construction standards, that those
standards require that all streets be constructed within a 50-foot right-of-way. He states that [the
Town Attorney’s response was that she], “agrees with the Board member’s opinion that a 50-foot
wide right-of-way is required. As you know, section 11.1.1 of the subdivision standards states that
the proposed streets in any subdivision plan must be designed to be constructed in accordance
with all State and local ordinances, as well as the specifications contained in the Kennebunk street
design and construction standards ordinance. That ordinance states in table 8 that the minimum
right-of-way width for all road other than arterial, commercial, or industrial, is 50-feet….[there is a]
minimum right-of-way width of 60-feet. The 50-foot requirement increases to 60-feet if 6 or more
feet of cut and fill is required to meet the road standards.” J. Stoll notes that the two recent
[applications] that have “come in” both have been notified that the 30-foot wide easement would
not satisfy that requirement so they must expand to 50-feet [in order to] access [the lot].
R. Smith states that it is one lot not road.
R. Metcalf notes that [the applicant] needs to deduct “that from there.”
III.

Other/Information

C. MacClinchy states that while on [the topic of subdivisions], he wonders if the one “off Alfred
Road” for a tentative site walk ever get dates for a potential workshop.
J. Stoll states that the 16th [of September, 2019] was brought up. C. MacClinchy confirms [this
workshop could be held on this day at] 7PM.
C. MacClinchy wonders if there are notice requirements for Planning Board workshops. J. Stoll
states that he just needs to post it with a reasonable amount of time.
IV.

Approval of Meeting Minutes
A. August 12, 2019 Meeting Minutes

C. MacClinchy begins to review the meeting minutes from August 12th, 2019
D. Smith moves that the Town of Kennebunk Planning Board approve the Town of Kennebunk
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Planning Board’s meeting minutes for Monday, August 12th, 2019, as corrected.
C. MacClinchy notes that R. Metcalf and R. Smith were absent from the [August 12th, 2019
meeting] and so E. Trainer can vote.
All are in favor, none opposed.
The motion passes 4/0.
B. August 26, 2019 Meeting Minutes
C. MacClinchy begins to review the meeting minutes from August 26th, [2019].
D. Smith moves that the Town of Kennebunk Planning Board approve the Town of Kennebunk
meeting minutes for Monday, August 26th, 2019, as corrected.
R. Smith seconds the motion.
All are in favor, none opposed.
The motion passes 5/0.

V.

Adjournment

D. Smith moves to adjourn.
R. Smith seconds the motion.
The vote was 5/0 in favor of the motion.
Meeting adjourned at approximately 9:06 pm.

Respectfully submitted by Megan Hall.
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